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1KidsWorks Presents:

SUPER-HERO FOR gOd
by Sharon K. Turney

Cast:________________________
 ROBBY THe ROBOT: male teen or adult

 CHelsea THe CHeeRless CHeeRleadeR: female teen or adult 

 supeR-sidekiCk: female teen or adult

 pRinCess jazz-Bella aRiella snOwRella: female teen or adult

scene:________________________
 Children's Church, the present

Costumes:________________________
 ROBBY: Robot costume and cape

 CHelsea THe CHeeRless CHeeRleadeR: cheerleading outfit

 supeR-sidekiCk: super-hero costume with "SS" on shirt

 pRinCess jazz-Bella aRiella snOwRella: long ball gown and tiara

props:________________________
 large Bible

Running time:________________________
 6 minutes

notes:________________________
 This sketch introduces the concept of discipleship to children, and teaches that we  

 can all do great things for God.  Topics: Discipleship, the story of Stephen________________________

Chelsea the Cheerless Cheerleader & robby the robot enter from  
opposite sides.

Robby:  Greetings, Everyone! Hello Miss Cheerleader Chelsea.

Chelsea:  Yeah, whatever.  What in heaven’s name are you wearing?

Robby:  It’s a Superhero cape!  From what I hear, we’ve got some important work to do until  
	 Jesus	comes	back.		Like	fighting	for	truth,	justice,	and	the	American	way!
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Chelsea:  Uh, no... (with bored sarcasm) Rah-Rah-Robby,	The	American	Way	is	not	in	the	 
	 Bible	anywhere.		And	that	cape	looks	ridiculous.

Robby:  Error!		Then	how	can	I	be	a	Superhero	for	the	Lord?

Chelsea:  A	Superhero?		You???	

Robby:  Why not?

Chelsea:  Well,	there	were	lots	of	heroes	in	the	Bible,	but	they	didn’t	wear	capes	or	fly	or	beat	 
 up bad guys.

Robby:  I	know	that!		I	just	think	the	cape	is...	cool.

supeR-sidekiCk:  (enters and assumes the “hands-on-hips-hero-pose”) Hello everyone!

Chelsea:  Exactly who are you supposed to be?  

supeR-sidekiCk:  I’m	a	Superhero,	of	course!

Robby:  Wow!		A	real	superhero?		What	does	“SS”	stand	for?

supeR-sidekiCk:  (trying to think quick)  The	“SS”?		Oh!		It	stands	for....	Um....

Chelsea:  Super Silly-looking?

supeR-sidekiCk:  (talking under her breath)  It	stands	for....	Super-(mumble)

Chelsea:  Excuse me, what?

supeR-sidekiCk:  (still talking under her breath)  It	stands	for....	Super-(mumble)

Robby:  Error!  Must speak clearly into the sensors! (points to side of head)

supeR-sidekiCk:  (with a sigh)  It	stands	for	Super-Sidekick.

Chelsea:  So	you’re	not	a	Superhero,	just	a	Sidekick?		The	one	who	follows	the	Superhero	 
	 around	and	does	everything	the	Superhero	says	and	doesn’t	get	any	glory	for	it?


